
PEOPLE WHO WORK ON LOW 
PRIORITIES SABOTAGE THEIR SELF 

WORTH



SELF WORTH (SW) IS LIFE
• No matter how many fancy words we use for it, self 
worth is king and queen of life

• Build SW and you build a life

• Lose it and you sabotage a life

• There are many side tracks that feel good, feel like self 
worth but in fact are just obligations and compliance



2 ROUTES TO SELF WORTH

• Outer wealth 

• InnerWealth

Only one is Real



OUTERWEALTH

• Money

• Family

• Business

• Friends

• Knowledge

• Identity



INNERWEALTH

• Vision

• Inspiration

• Purpose



IF OUTER WEALTH FALTERS

• Life goes on

• Can adapt

• Always alternatives

• Can blame the world

• Grief and resuscitation 



IF INNERWEALTH FALTERS

• Health goes down

• Relationship goes down

• Panic sets in

• Addictions and substitutes 
arrive

• Become a Desperado

• An Erie sense of foreboding 



INNERWEALTH (IW) FALTERS 
WHEN 

• We depend on others for 
acknowledgement

• We think there's something 
wrong with it

• We think we own it

• We base it on outer-wealth

• We count what's missing - not 
our blessings



HOW TO BUILD 
INNERWEALTH

• Gratitude

• Presence

• Certainty

• Love



DEPENDING ON OTHERS FOR 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF IW

• Sets up Internal conflict

• Perpetual frustration

• Leads to becoming own 
worst enemy

• Please others and piss 
yourself off, or, please self 
and piss others off.



THINKING THERE'S 
SOMETHING WRONG WITH IW
• Contracts our appreciation 
for self and others

• Super self and other critical

• Shrinks love for self and 
others (conditional)

• Leads to illness and loss of 
outer wealth/relationships



IW FALTERS WHEN WE THINK 
WE OWN IT

• Individualizing IW limits us to 
moral compass

• Personalizes everything

•  Breaks connection to huge 
assets

• Turns something magnificent 
into another ego trip



WE BASE IW ON OUTER 
WEALTH

• Perpetual poverty in spite of 
wealth

• Continual fear of loss

• Corruption in word, thought 
and action

• Self depreciating



COUNT WHAT'S MISSING 
NOT  OUR BLESSINGS

• When we are not in our 
natural habitat something 
always feels wrong

• Be in your element - know 
your Innerwealth

• Know your constitution 
instead of changing it, 
celebrate it



BUILD IW - GRATITUDE 
• What you appreciate grows

• See others as mirrors of you - 
appreciate others

• Be generous withhold judgement

• If you don't appreciate it the way that 
you've got it, you won't get it the way 
that you want it... 

• Count your blessings daily

• Don't try to be right



BUILD IW - PRESENCE 
• Know your purpose

• Bring it to everything you do

• Work on top 4 priorities

• People who work on low 
priorities sabotage self worth

• You can tell a person on purpose 
because that's all they talk about



BUILD IW - CERTAINTY 
• Certainty about life's next event is 
impossible

• Certainty about what causes life's 
next event is possible

• If you know what causes events you 
will be able to solve them

• There can be no certainty in the 
ego, only clarity - Innerwealth comes 
from universal laws not human ones



BUILD IW - LOVE 

• Love is the synthesis of all 
emotion (ie the opposite)

• Love is not an expectation

• Balance of support and 
challenge is love

• You can't love your spouse and 
hate your work



MY THOUGHTS
• I've used all sorts of tricks to reach out and grab stuff from life, but if I didn't feel 
worthy of it, I lost it eventually.

• Nobody can value your Innerwealth more than you

• Internal conflict robs you of Innerwealth

• When my Innerwealth was low I groped for outer wealth, including the four substitutes: 
food and booze, greed, sex and spirituality. 

• The more I groped for Innerwealth (the harder I tried to build it, the worse it got) like 
catching a feather, let it come to you naturally.

• The value of your time increases with the value of your Innerwealth 

• Your Innerwealth must increase as your outer wealth increases. The size of your vision 
reflects the size your Innerwealth needs to be

• Innerwealth that's personalized misses a great asset. Nothing worthwhile comes from 
you, it only comes through you... Tap that resource and Innerwealth is unlimited.


